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While today's robotic process automation (RPA) offers dramatic 
increases in productivity to a wide and growing variety of 
businesses, how successful your company will be with automation 
still depends heavily on the automation decision you make.

RPA alone is not enough

For many companies, the tough choices can include which processes to automate, 
when to automate them, and which versions of each process to automate. 
Because decisions like these can play such a central role in determining the effectiveness of 
your use of RPA, it is important to choose carefully. But in your effort to increase efficiency, 
prevent errors, and reduce costs through automation, it is important to avoid spending too 
much time and money on the decision-making process.

How can you decide which processes to automate 
to maximize your RPA investment?

Kryon Process Discovery  is the only tool on the market that rapidly identifies and visualizes 
business tasks suitable for automation. You are able to significantly scale up and accelerate 
your RPA adoption, to reach higher ROI, lower TCO and an enhanced customer experience. It 
offers unprecedented speed and ease-of-use, while the path to successful automation has 
never been more affordable. In fact, our customers have cut their RPA implementation times 
by up to 80 percent using Kryon Process Discovery.

It's time to 
automate your 
automation

TM



Kryon Process Discovery uses patented AI technology to automatically identify work processes, 
visually map the main path and variants of any given process, evaluate your suitability for 
automation and generate workflows instantly. This enables you, as Kryon’s enterprise customers 
to easily scale up and move forward with your RPA journey, save you significant time and 
resources – and cut your RPA implementation time by up to 80%. Prior to Kryon Process 
Discovery, companies relied mostly on manual efforts to find processes for automation. 

Kryon Process Discovery is designed from the ground up to help businesses identify their most 
promising opportunities for RPA.Taking full advantage of its integration with Kryon’s RPA platform, 
Kryon Process Discovery stands out for its comprehensiveness and its usefulness to businesses. 

Our customers have recognized the huge value Kryon Process Discovery delivers 
in conjunction with RPA solutions, and we are increasingly seeing them use this 
innovative solution to quickly and reliably boost their enterprises’ digital efficiency. 
The combination of Kryon’s Process Discovery and robust user-friendly Attended, Unattended, 
and Hybrid RPA solutions, make Kryon the only vendor to provide enterprises with an 
easier, faster, and more accurate way to fulfill their digital transformation journey.

What is  
Kryon Process DiscoveryTM?



In order to scale up its use of Kryon's RPA throughout the organization, a 
large telecommunications provider chose Kryon Process Discovery. An initial 
implementation of Process Discovery recorded 13 employees' processes. 
After just one and a half days, the company received a report detailing its 
discovered processes. Not only was the report verified to be 100% accurate, 
but three additional processes were uncovered that were previously unknown.

Kryon Process 
Discovery in Action



Gone are the days when identifying the best tasks to automate needed to be a
painstakingly manual process, l ikely involving a great deal of guesswork.
With Kryon Process Discovery, discovery robots can observe your business processes while you 
work, collecting data in the background without disrupting you. Then, our AI-powered discovery 
engine analyzes this information, identifies specific processes, and automatically gives each 
one an overall automation priority level, based on factors such as:

�				Number of times the discovery robots observed the process being performed.
�				Number of employees performing the process.
�				Frequency of the process.
�				Number of steps involved in the process.
�				Average amount of time the process takes to complete.
�				Number of variants of the process.

To gain insight into the reasoning behind Process Discovery’s automation 
recommendations, you can easily view the key data for each identified process. And if there 
are variations in the ways your employees perform the same process, you can see each 
variant mapped out visually and view a breakdown of how frequently each variant is used. 
As a result, you can trust that you are basing your decisions on solid, unbiased information.

Next Steps

The Benefits of Kryon Process Discovery

1. A reliable roadmap

Examine the processes that Kryon Process Discovery 
rates as top choices for automation.1
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Examine the variants of each of these processes, 
and see how common each variant is.

Before deciding what to automate and when, consider 
the key analytics provided for each of these processes.



The Benefits of Kryon Process Discovery

2. A shorter path to RPA

For a typical enterprise that does not use an AI-driven solution like Kryon Process Discovery, 
the steps involved in planning and setting up automated processes can make implementation 
very slow. Before the company can even start running automated processes, its employees 
may need to manually and subjectively do all of the following (and more):

	 �			 Identify the work processes that could potentially be automated.
	 �				Determine criteria by which to set the company's automation priorities.
	 �				Record key information about each of the identified work processes.
	 �				Analyze this information to identify the processes best suited for automation.
	 �				Decide which processes to automate and prioritize them.
	 �				Create automation workflows for the company's robots to follow.

Kryon Process Discovery makes it easy to automate nearly every part of this process. Once 
you decide you want to automate a certain work process, you can enjoy a signficantly shorter 
turnaround time before your robots begin performing this task. All told, our customers have 
found that Kryon Process Discovery enables them to implement RPA up to five times faster. 
With those kinds of time savings, you can gain the full benefits of automation - the reduced 
cost, increased reliabilty, and enhanced efficiency - that much sooner.

Next Steps
Based on the information Kryon Process Discovery 
provides you about your work processes, decide which 
one – and which variant(s) of it – to automate first.
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After deciding to automate a process, export the relevant 
workflow to the Kryon Studio.

Fine-tune and test the workflow in the Kryon Studio, 
before assigning it to your software robots.



The Benefits of Kryon Process Discovery

3. Reduced automation-related
     costs 

Just like Process Discovery enables you to more quickly identify and automate processes, it 
also reduces the human resources involved. By giving your employees tools that streamline the
processes of getting started with RPA and expanding your use of automation, you can decrease 
the number of work hours – and, thus, the financial cost – involved in identifying work processes,
evaluating them, setting priorities, and creating automation workflows.

But these short-term benefits are only part of the cost reductions that Process Discovery offers 
you. By helping you to reliably pick the best processes to automate, Process Discovery can 
also decrease your RPA-related expenses in the long run.

At the same time, because its recommendations factor in key analytics about your specific work 
processes, Kryon Process Discovery can help you set your priorities in ways that ultimately 
maximize the savings and benefits your RPA investment brings you.

Next Steps
Kryon Process Discovery is designed to be managed by 
business users, without requiring a technical background.1
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Business users should manage Process Discovery; be 
sure to pick a business user with a strong understanding 
of your company’s day-to-day operations.

Document  any relevant changes that you expect to make 
to your work processes in the future.



If information security is a concern for your business, Kryon Process Discovery should help you rest 
easier. When Kryon robots gather and analyze data about your business processes, all of that information 
can stay on your premises, so you never have to worry about it being transmitted online. And for extra 
security, Process Discovery lets you restrict these robots to gathering data from specific applications. 

But perhaps the biggest advantage of Process Discovery when it comes to information security 
stems from the fact that you can avoid a great deal of manual data collection and analysis. Since 
these steps are performed by robots and not people, you can minimize the number of team 
members who have access to sensitive information. And because Kryon Process Discovery 
is designed to be managed by a small number of employees, you can make sure your most 
sensitive information is really restricted to those who need to know.

Next Steps

The Benefits of Kryon Process Discovery

4. Improved information security

Restrict access to your most sensitive data, as Process 
Discovery prevents you from needing to involve a large 
team of employees in analyzing your work processes.
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To protect sensitive information throughout your company, 
use the Process Discovery security settings to create a 
general whitelist of programs and websites from which 
Kryon discovery robots can collect data.

To protect your employees' sensitive information,
encourage them to create their own individual blacklists 
of programs and websites from which discovery robots 
cannot collect data.



The Benefits of Kryon Process Discovery

5. Enhanced scalability

If your company is like many enterprises, once you begin using RPA and see the value it 
offers you, you will want to increase both the number of robots making up your virtual 
workforce and the number of processes these robots perform throughout your organization. 
 
Instead of investing major time and resources in choosing additional processes to automate, you can 
let Process Discovery do the heavy lifting for you - continuing to automatically identify, analyze, and  
prioritize tasks, as well as creating automation workflows for them.
 
Additionally, once you automate a process, Process Discovery will offer you detailed analytics 
helping you identify ways to increase its efficiency - giving you the simplest, most affordable 
path to continuous process optimization available today.

Next Steps
Keep in mind that once you buy a discovery robot, you 
can keep using it indefinitely.1
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After you have automated a process, use your discovery 
robots to evaluate how well it is running and identify ways 
you can improve it.

As you gain more experience with RPA, 
continue to reuse your discovery robots to identify new 
processes to automate.



Why Kryon
Process Discovery?

Moreover, Kryon Process Discovery is the only solution of its kind on the market today – 
the only AI driven tool that automatically identifies work processes, evaluates them, and 
generates fully functional automation workflows that can be fine-tuned and implemented. 
Not only does this relieve full-time employees of the time-consuming step of creating 
workflows, but it lets you start enjoying the key benefits of RPA significantly sooner.
In  other  words,  i t  makes automation more automatic  than ever  before.

If you have already started automating your work processes – or even considered automating 
them - then you likely know that RPA is desined to boost efficiency, prevent human error, and cut 
costs. What makes Kryon Process Discovery such a powerful tool is that it helps companies 
to maximize each of these benefits.

By helping you choose 
the most promising 
processes to automate, 
i t  increases your 
chances of using RPA 
successfully.
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Its security features 
help you protect your 
sensitive information.

Its reusable discovery 
robots help you scale up 
your use of automation 
in an efficient and cost-
effective way.

By minimizing the 
amount of human work 
involved in an effective 
d e c i s i o n - m a k i n g 
process, it saves you 
time, resources, and 
money.

By cutting your RPA 
implementation time 
by up to an estimated 
80 percent, it helps you 
start more quickly.



About 
Kryon

Kryon is a leader in enterprise automation, offering the 
only platform on the market which encompasses both 
Process Discovery™ and Robotic Process Automation 
(RPA). This end-to-end solution maximizes ROI and 
cuts implementation time by up to 80%. Powered by 
proprietary AI technology, Kryon Process Discovery™ 
automatically generates a comprehensive picture of 
business processes, evaluates them and recommends 
which ones to automate. Kryon offers attended (desktop) 
RPA, unattended (virtual-machine-based) RPA and a hybrid 
combination of both. The company’s award-winning 
platform is used by enterprises worldwide, including 
AIG, EY, Deutsche Telecom, Ferring Pharmaceuticals, 
HP, Microsoft, Santander Bank, Singtel Optus, Sberbank, 
Verizon, and Wyndham Hotel Group.

Ready to see what Kryon Process Discovery 
can do for your business?

Request a live demo today.
Visit www.kryonsystems.com/process-discovery to learn more.
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